THE CURIOUS GARDEN Song

based on the book by Peter Brown

Feel in 1

A city with no trees, a dreary place to be, oh, oh.

Til one boy decides to plant something green, oh, oh.

And he sings to the flowers for hours, and he gives them power, It's a curious garden,

growing on the railway. A curious garden wanting to explore, A curious garden blossoming, blossoming,

blossoming on forgotten things. Interupted by snow as he waits for the spring, oh, oh.

And when it finally
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comes with a little help from the sun more grows.

And he sings to the flowers for hours. And he gives them power.

It's a curious garden growing on the railway. A curious garden wanting to explore. A curious garden blossoming, blossoming, blossoming, on forgotten things.

Most gardens stay in only one place but this one keeps growing!

It's a curious garden growing on the railway. A curious, curious garden ohh A curious garden,
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curious garden, blossoming, blossoming, blossoming, on forgotten things.
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A curious garden, A curious, curious garden.
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A curious garden, blossoming, blossoming, on forgotten things.